
Mince Lies

Something truly abhorrent happened back in December. One of those life-changing
events that brings into question everything you stand for, leaving you aghast and
wondering how divine forces could let something so horrific happen to another human
being. Only now after intensive counselling, have I come to terms with that fateful day
and do I feel sufficiently recovered to share my burden.

As is convention for that time of year, colleagues were bringing in treats to mark the
onset of the festive season: when we get together with people we don't really like,
begrudgingly spend money on kak they don't want and then get drunk to forget about it
all. As hairy rock-pest Noddy Holden said: "It's Christmas!"

So, residing on a nearby desk amidst a throng of half-eaten sweets, empty bottles of
coke and a squashy toy Pig I'd kebabed were two packs of untouched Mr Kipling's 'Deep
filled Mince Pies', save for one vacant receptacle inside the blister packaging. There's our
first clue.

In the events that had transpired, an unsuspecting employee had liberated a mince pie
from its cardboard prison with every intention of teaching it a lesson in consumption. In
reality, the pie wreaked crumbly revenge on that poor soul - disintegrating into a million
shards of shortcrust shrapnel just seconds after being prized from its tinfoil pouch (the
type your Granny collects so 'they' can build aeroplanes for poor people in Africa).

Instead of being in fruity heaven, 'Tom Thumb' (as we'll call him) had a mincemeat
apocalypse on his hands. First, structural integrity of the pie was compromised when its
side walls collapsed under the light pressure of being picked up. Next, in a catastrophic
failure, the lid (weakly anchored to its pie brethren) heaved forth revealing a vacuous
chamber, proving 'deep filled' to be yet another brick in Mr Kipling's house of lies.

It's 'pie-time' someone put Kipling back in his place (on the confectionery offender
register presumably). We must do this by specifying our pie requirements ('requ-pie-
rements'). When tucking into your mince pie, you want to relax safe in the knowledge
that upon withdrawal, pie isn't going to crumble into a disappointing sticky mess leaving
your hand looking like you're a fluffer at a leper bukkake party.

Kipling, take note of our 'pie-teria':

1. Pie must be structurally intact after a minimum of 2 bites
2. 'Deep filled' means to the rim, not 2cm of 'festive air'. The only thing deep about your
pies at present is how far the lies go.
3. Take a leaf out of Kinder's book and throw in some toys, like a space Turtle on a bike
or a sexy Ant's sports car

OK '3' is just a 'nice to have', but regardless: put up or shut up Kipling. And no one is
interested in your Battenburg cake except perhaps pervy Teutonic sex-tourists and your
bramley apple and custard pies have all the consistency of nasal discharge.

It's time to raise your game Kipling.
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